ABOUT VIBRATECH TVD
Vibratech TVD (formerly Houdaille) invented the original viscous fluid type torsional vibration damper in 1946. It
was quickly accepted by diesel engine manufacturers because of its technologically superior design versus existing
dampers available. Vibratech TVD offers viscous dampers ranging from 5” to 56” for popular diesel and natural
gas engines used in the trucking industry, off highway construction vehicles, marine, agriculture, stationary power
applications, off shore drilling, mining, mass transit and military applications.
Vibratech TVD is continuously striving to improve its products and is the only viscous diesel damper supplier that
manufactures dampers for both heavy duty diesel and high performance engines. In 1985 we developed the first
viscous performance damper under the name Fluidampr® and began testing it on high profile race engines. As
expected, the results showed improved engine performance and reduced wear on internal components. Fluidampr
performance dampers for gas and diesel engines do not need to be tuned or rebuilt and provide long lasting superior
protection against engine damage caused by uncontrolled torsional vibration. Fluidampr performance dampers receive
the same rigorous ISO 9001:2015 certified engineering and quality assurance as our heavy duty diesel dampers.
Vibratech TVD’s manufacturing expertise and product knowledge is why we remain the leader in quality, competitive
pricing and customer service. All design, engineering, testing and manufacturing are performed in the USA where all
elements of manufacturing are strictly monitored and controlled in our ISO 9001-2015 certified and registered stateof-the-art manufacturing facility. We value our customers and support them with superior service and our professional
technical support personnel. Protect your investment with Vibratech TVD viscous dampers.

WHAT IS A TORSIONAL VIBRATION DAMPER?
Torsional vibration is the slight twisting and rebounding motion of the crankshaft generated by the torque load of each
power stroke. A damper absorbs this harmful vibration and reduces the amount of rebound resonating back through
the crankshaft. Without a damper, torsional vibration can contribute to crankshaft failure, accelerated main bearing
wear, and excessive gear wear or failure. All scenarios can create costly unexpected downtime.

WHY DO I NEED A NEW VIBRATECH TVD DAMPER?
Benefits of reducing torsional vibration with a new Vibratech TVD damper installed at recommended intervals include:
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• Prolong engine life

• Lower risk of crankshaft failure

• Reduce main bearing wear

• Improved fuel economy

• Improve valve train timing

• Reduce driver fatigue
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FACTS & QUESTIONS
How does the damper work?

Why should the damper be replaced?

The Vibratech TVD damper is a vital mechanically functioning
component of the engine, protecting it from the destructive forces
of harmonic vibrations. It is neither solid steel nor completely
fluid filled. Inside the precision machined housing, a free rotating
inertia ring shears through a thin film of highly viscous silicone
absorbing the harmonics generated by every stroke of the engine.

Over time on a heavy duty engine (approx. 500,000 miles or
15,000 hours), the silicone in the damper begins to revert to
its original state as a solid. As this progresses the silicone
becomes thicker and the reaction time (shearing) of the inertia
ring is reduced, which diminishes its ability to absorb the different
harmonics of the engine throughout the RPM range.

Why is silicone used?
The silicone is a gel more than 45,000 times thicker (more
viscous) than 30 weight motor oil and is proven to be an excellent
damping medium.

How much silicone is in the damper?
The silicone fills the shear gap, the space between the inertia
ring and housing which is measured in thousandths of an
inch. The silicone is engineered and precisely metered for the
specific requirements of an engine.

How can I tell when the damper needs to be replaced?
Excessive wear of engine bearings and accessory drive gears,
cracked or broken accessory brackets, loosening of bolts,
throwing or slapping belts, loss of horsepower, torque and
poor fuel economy due to a poorly performing engine are all
symptoms of a worn out harmonic damper. Annoying vibrations
that lead to driver fatigue can also be a warning sign. See
page 6 for more information.

My mechanic does not recommend replacing the damper.
Is your mechanic familiar with the above facts and questions?

Viscous Silicone Fluid

Precision Machined &
Balanced Inertia Ring

Precision Machined &
Balanced Steel Housing

Vibratech TVD is committed to be the best
in the industry. As an ISO 9001-2015 certified
company, the importance of quality is an all
encompassing, company wide attitude.
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STATE OF THE ART MANUFACTURING - Vibratech TVD’s fully integrated
manufacturing facilities feature proprietary equipment and processes
that enable us to produce the highest quality dampers.
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DAMPER INSPECTION
AND
HEAVY DUTY
REPLACEMENT FOR
ENGINES

A worn out damper will not protect the crankshaft from torsional vibration which
will lead to costly engine damage and downtime. That’s why regular damper
replacement is critical to longer engine life. While recommended replacement
intervals vary depending on engine manufacturer, the average is about 500,000
miles (15,000 hours) or at major engine overhauls and in-frame rebuilds.

Silicone Facts
• Silicone is an excellent damping medium due to its high energy dissipation.
• Silicone in a new damper is approximately 45,000 times thicker than 30w motor oil.
• Protects across a broad range of rpm and frequency ranges.
• Normal operating conditions will cause silicone to gradually harden over an extended period of time.
• If not replaced at the recommended interval, silicone could eventually polymerize
into a solid paste and lock the internal inertia ring.

Regardless of Hours, Replace Damper If:
• There are any signs of abuse or dents to the outer housing.
• There are any leaks around housing weld.
• There is bulging of the housing cover.
• There are any vibrations in the engine.

Signs Of Damper Wear
• Excessive bearing wear
• Broken camshaft(s)
• Broken crankshaft
• Accessory drive gear wear
• Broken accessory brackets
• Driver Fatigue

• Loosening or broken bolts
• Throwing or slapping of belts
• Loss of torque and horsepower
• Loss of fuel economy
• Damper housing damage

This damper came from an engine that had been rebuilt
but the damper was not replaced. The deteriorated
condition of this damper was a major factor in the failure
of the crankshaft. (Example of a broken crank pictured center)

Damper showing dark, thickened silicone.

Broken snout of crankshaft.

The silicone in a Vibratech TVD damper is clear and gel-like in viscosity.

Dried silicone flakes.
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TORSIONAL VIBRATION
The Problem: Torsional Vibration
Each time the air fuel mixture inside a cylinder is ignited, the combustion that
results creates a torque spike – an extremely rapid rise in cylinder pressure.
This pressure is applied to the top of the piston, which becomes the force that is
applied to the crankshaft through the connecting rod. Each torque spike is like a
hammer blow. It hits with enough intensity that it not only causes the crankshaft to
turn; it actually deflects, or twists the crankshaft ahead of its rotation. This twisting
action and rebound is what creates torsional vibration.

The Solution: Vibratech TVD’s Viscous Damper
The Vibratech TVD viscous damper is a precision machined assembly consisting
of a free rotating inertia ring surrounded by a high viscosity silicone fluid enclosed
in a totally sealed, leakproof housing. When crankshaft torsional vibrations occur,
the outer housing of the damper reacts with the crankshaft, twisting while it
rotates, while the inertia ring inside moves out of phase with the housing. This
relative motion between the inertia ring and the housing causes the inertia ring to
shear through the silicone fluid, which reduces the vibration.
Vibratech TVD’s viscous dampers are used in many industries including trucking,
off highway, construction vehicles, marine, agriculture, stationary power applications,
off shore drilling, mining, mass transit and military applications.

It’s your investment, demand the best - Vibratech TVD Dampers.

GENERAL ELECTRIC®
REFERENCE NUMBER

VIBRATECH PART NUMBER APPLICATION

O.D.

WT. / LBS.

119X1006

712955-000

LOCOMOTIVE

24

220

REFERENCE NUMBER

VIBRATECH PART
NUMBER

ENGINE MODEL

O.D.

WT. / LBS.

652-227-D02
62NTC-SL-01

713368-000
718000-060

12 LITER

20
12.3

370
33

REFERENCE NUMBER

VIBRATECH PART NUMBER

ENGINE MODEL

O.D.

WT. / LBS.

153705B
153807
211150 A /B
199331
99H112340D

709615-000
709910-000
710605-000
711570-000
1401304

F2895 / F3521
L6670 / L5792 / L7042 / L7040
P9390 GL
L6670 / L5792 / P9390 / L7044
Waukesha F18

18.2
24
24
24
14.0

115
220
314
314
64

MITSUBISHI®

WAUKESHA®
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Vibratech TVD Rebuild / Refurbish Program:
For dampers from 18” to 56” in diameter, we offer a rebuild (for bolt together dampers)
and refurbish program (for roll crimp and welded dampers) to extend the life of your
current damper.
Our evaluation and refurbish/rebuild processes has been approved by major engine
manufacturers who have many years of field testing. OEM engine manufacturers and
field service centers around the world recognize Vibratech TVD’s program and have
adopted it to help reduce overall operating cost while maintaining their engine’s life
and productivity.
If you are looking to extend the life of your equipment and reduce operating costs
call us today to speak with one of our highly skilled heavy duty technicians.

COOPER ENERGY®
REFERENCE NUMBER

VIBRATECH PART NUMBER

ENGINE MODEL

A118-966
H14252-C / BM-11725-B

710975-000
713075-000

16GT-825 / 6GTL
PTLS / 12VGT-825 / AJAX DPC-800

O.D.

WT. / LBS.

18
24

109
214

MISCELLANEOUS
REFERENCE NUMBER

VIBRATECH PART NUMBER

ENGINE MODEL

O.D.

WT. / LBS.

654225

703055-600
711085-002
712090-000
713318-000

AVDS 1790 GDLS
DRIVELINE DAMPER
BMY HOWITZER M109
DRIVELINE DAMPER

15
13.5
13.5
18

73
40
45
120

715009-000

DRIVELINE DAMPER

18

109

715923-000

DRIVELINE DAMPER

18

110
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Supporting the trucking industry for over
60 years with 100% manufacturing in the USA.
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CATERPILLAR®
REFERENCE NUMBER

VIBRATECH PART NUMBER ENGINE MODEL

O.D.

WT. / LBS.

2P1793 / 1678133
4W0337 / 1678123
9S4444 / 1678128
7E9520 / 1678126

712020-001
715452-000
715462-000
716405-000

D / G379 / 398 / 399
3306 / 330C / 3304 / 333C
D 343 / D 346

21
12.3
13.5

90
32
38

167-8125
1933288

1341604
718019-600

C15 / C16 / 3408 / 3406 (A,B,C,E,PC) Adapter plate Incl.
C10 / C12 / C13
3500 Series

13.5
13.5
21

38
33
107

REFERENCE NUMBER

VIBRATECH PART NUMBER

ENGINE MODEL

O.D.

WT. / LBS.

217321
217323
211915
217322
3101655
211915

709965-000
713396-000
715285-000
715300-000
718018-300
718028-300

NTC335 TAPER / 855
NTC /NTA / FFC 400-475 / 855
NTC290-350 / 855
NTC335-FFC / INTERIM K6 / 855 / K19
N14
NTC290-350 / 855 (w/timing marks clockwise)

13.5
13.5
12.3
13.5
13.5

41
42
36
40
42

3628652
3628649
211915

718030-100
718031-600
718036-300

12.3
18
18

211915

718038-300

KTA38
KTA50
NTC 290-350 / 855 (w/timing marks counter clockwise) 12.3
NTC 290-350 / 855 (modified hole pattern)
12.3

36
109
109

4101884 / 4026799 / 3680504

718041-600

ISX / Signature 600

CUMMINS®

36
36

14.8

40

O.D.

WT. / LBS.

DETROIT DIESEL®
REFERENCE NUMBER

VIBRATECH PART NUMBER ENGINE MODEL

5107312
5106222
8920653
8924435
8922492
8925437 / 8928951
8922491
5177763
5109863
23523042
5147600
23550030
23525990

708915-000
709815-000
710240-001
711060-000
712935-060
712935-300
713393-000
713398-000
715015-000
715037-000
715458-000
715885-000
716852-000

16V149
16V92 / 16V71
12V71
16V92
8V92
6-71 / 12V71 / 8.2 L
6-71 / 12V71 / 12V149
4 CYL. 71
8V71 / 8V92 / 12V149
20V149
12V71
SERIES 55
11.1 / 12.7 L SERIES 60

18
15.1
13.5
18
12.3
12.3
12.3
10.8
5.5
24
13.5
13.5
13.5

109
71
39
109
33
33
33
14
8
220
41
40
40

23531040 / 23522891

717406-000

14 L SERIES 60

13.5

56

INTERNATIONAL® / NAVISTAR TRUCK®
REFERENCE NUMBER

VIBRATECH PART NUMBER

ENGINE MODEL

O.D.

WT. / LBS.

1808800C1

711705-002

DT 466 / DT 466E

10.9

28

677781C91

712110-002

D 466

10.9

28

MACK®
REFERENCE NUMBER

VIBRATECH PART NUMBER ENGINE MODEL

O.D.

WT. / LBS.

404GB469

713384-000

EG6-235

12.3

33

404GB470

713387-000

ENDT-676

12.3

33
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PERFORMANCE DIESEL

These graphs depict total twist of crank peak to peak.
White line = stock damper / Black line = Fluidampr performance diesel damper

Torsional vibrations or harmonics can destroy
crankshafts and bearings. These vibrations rob
horsepower and torque from an engine. Fluidampr
Performance Diesel Dampers offer the best
protection against torsional vibrations.
FACTS ABOUT STOCK RUBBER DAMPERS
Stock dampers utilize rubber or elastomer to control torsional
vibrations. The rubber material not only breaks down over time,
but limits the capabilities of the damper. When enhancements
are made to a stock engine, the increase in performance
overworks the rubber damper because of its inability to self
tune to the subsequent increased harmonic vibrations. Stock
rubber dampers are tuned to offer protection only within a
narrow peak frequency range. Fluidampr however, protects
across a broad band of RPM and frequency ranges.
Rubber dampers are prone to deterioration. Exposure to heat,
oils and solvents can cause a rubber damper ring to crack and/
or change durometer. These changes reduce the effectiveness
of the damper and over time will cause damper failure and
costly damage to engine components.

FACTS ABOUT FLUIDAMPR
Fluidampr uses a viscous silicone fluid, internal inertia ring
and a laser sealed housing. Our precision machined assembly
is the most effective way to control torsional twisting at any
RPM. Fluidampr has tested on both stock and performance
tuned diesel pick-ups. Dyno tests have shown consistent
increases in horsepower and torque in the three major engine
manufacturers. Also, unlike elastomer and heavy duty

viscous dampers, a Fluidampr never needs to be rebuilt.

FLUIDAMPR IS NOT JUST FOR COMPETITION TRUCKS,
BUT FOR THE SERIOUS WORKING PICKUP TOO.

TORQUE & HORSEPOWER
Cummins 5.9 L
HP
Torque
PowerStroke 6.0 L
HP
Torque
DuraMax 6.6 L
HP
Torque
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Stock Damper

Fluidampr

421.0
844.5

426.4
847.6

366.3
569.5

380.8
609.0

459.9
926.5

465.8
944.2

This chart depicts horsepower and rear wheel torque gains on a tuned
engine by only changing the stock elastomer damper to a Fluidampr Damper.

Torsional vibrations generated from constant engine loads due
to towing, hauling and plowing can make short work of a stock
elastomer damper. Even if no performance modifications have
been made, you can still protect your truck for the long haul
with a Fluidampr Performance Damper. Fluidampr will help
reduce main bearing and timing gear wear, lower the risk of
crank failure, and achieve better fuel economy through more
accurate valvetrain operation.

“When performance enhancements
are made to a stock engine, the
increase in performance overworks
the stock rubber damper because
of its inability to self tune to the
subsequent increased harmonic
vibrations.” (Image shows a worn stock rubber damper)

PERFORMANCE DIESEL

CUMMINS DRILL PIN KIT #300002
For use on high horsepower and high RPM
Cummins engines to prevent fretting.
Installation of new torque to yield bolts
are recommended.

POWERSTROKE DUAL
ALTERNATOR PULLEY #717675
PART NUMBER

NOTES

BORE DIA. MIN/MAX

HOUSING

FINISH

O.D.

WT.(RWT.*)

LENGTH

ST
ST
ST
ST
ST

BZ
BZ
BZ
BZ
BZ

9-1/4”
9-1/4”
9-3/4”
9-3/4”
9-3/4”

23 (15.4)
25 (17.3)
23 (15.4)
24 (16.1)
21 (14.1)

NA / NA
NA / NA
NA / NA
NA / NA
NA / NA

2.462
2.690
2.617
2.617
2.131

ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST

BZ
BZ
BZ
BZ
BZ
BZ

7-1/4”
7-1/4”
8”
8”
8-7/8”
8-7/8”

18 (12.1)
18 (12.1)
21 (15.8)
17.5 (12.3)
20 (13.4)
29 (19.4)

1.7375 / 1.7385
1.7375 / 1.7385
NA / NA
NA / NA
NA / NA
NA / NA

3.967
3.967
4.04
3.125
2.880
4.199

ST
ST
ST
ST
ST

BZ
BZ
BZ
BZ
BZ

8”
8”
8-3/8”
8-3/8”
8-3/8”

18 (12.1)
18 (12.1)
25 (16.8)
25 (16.8)
23 (15.4)

1.5988 / 1.5998
1.5988 / 1.5998
1.930 / 1.931
1.930 / 1.931
1.930 / 1.931

2.443
3.180
2.858
2.858
2.858

Cummins Drill Pin Kit
Cummins Sensor Relocation Kit
Powerstroke Dual Alternator Pulley

Dodge
Dodge
Ford

Drill fixture, drill bit and roll pins
Use on 12V trucks 1992 -1998
Pulley and Hardware

N/A
N/A
8"

Fluidampr Installation / Removal Tool

Most

Installs & Removes most Fluidamprs

N/A

CUMMINS INTERNALLY BALANCED
®

920301
920321
960301
960311
960341

5.9 L Cummins 2003-2009
6.7 L Cummins 2007.5-Present
5.9 L Cummins 24 Valve 1998.5-2002
5.9 L Cummins 12 Valve 1992-1998 4BT
5.9 L Cummins Comp Series (no pulley)

FORD POWERSTROKE® EXTERNALLY BALANCED
720211
720221
800211
800221
870201
870211

7.3 L Ford Trucks Late 1999-2003
7.3 L Ford Trucks Early 1994-1997 (fan spacer included)
6.4 L Ford Trucks 2008-2010
6.7 L Ford Trucks 2011-Present
6.0 L Ford Trucks 2003-2007
6.0 L Ford Trucks Dual Alternator 2003-2007

GM / DURAMAX® EXTERNALLY BALANCED
800141
800191
830111
830121
890101

6.2 L / 6.5 L GM / Hummer 1994-2000 (electronic)
6.2 L / 6.5 L GM 1982-1993 (mechanical)
6.6 L GM Trucks 2006-2010 Duramax LBZ/LMM
6.6 L GM Trucks 2011-Present Duramax LML/LGH
6.6 L GM Trucks 2001-2005 Duramax LLY

DIESEL ACCESSORIES
300002
300003
717675

TOOLS
300001

* Rwt. stands for rotating weight. (ST = Steel, BZ = Black Zinc Chromate)
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